Twin studies advance the understanding of gene–environment interplay in human nutrigenomics
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Abstract

Investigations into the genetic architecture of diet–disease relationships are particularly relevant today with the global epidemic of obesity and chronic disease. Twin studies have demonstrated that genetic makeup plays a significant role in a multitude of dietary phenotypes such as energy and macronutrient intakes, dietary patterns, and specific food group intakes. Besides estimating heritability of dietary assessment, twins provide a naturally unique, case–control experiment. Due to their shared upbringing, matched genes and sex (in the case of monozygotic (MZ) twin pairs), and age, twins provide many advantages over classic epidemiological approaches. Future genetic epidemiological studies could benefit from the twin approach particularly where defining what is ‘normal’ is problematic due to the high inter-individual variability underlying metabolism. Here, we discuss the use of twins to generate heritability estimates of food intake phenotypes. We then highlight the value of discordant MZ pairs to further nutrition research through discovery and validation of biomarkers of intake and health status in collaboration with cutting-edge omics technologies.
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Introduction

Early nutrition studies on twins and multi-fetal pregnancies focused on the side effects of the pregnancy, achieving adequate maternal nutrition during gestation, and on the implications for the health of the growing fetuses(1). The womb, however, is a solitary internal environment, where nutritional parameters can be measured with more ease. Once twins enter the world, where a myriad of external environmental influences on different phenotypes can be assessed, twins provide us with the unique ability to accurately determine heritability of certain complex traits, such as dietary phenotypes. In this context, dietary phenotypes broadly refer to the observable and measurable foods, and their constituents, consumed by individuals or groups. Indeed, twin studies have proven that genetic makeup plays a significant role in dietary intakes(2). Moreover, twins have the advantage of limiting inter-individual variability as they are raised in a similar environment and have matched age, genes and sex (for monozygotic (MZ) pairs). They therefore represent a natural matched case–control experiment.

Omic technologies allow for a systems approach to nutrition research that encompasses the primary level of DNA sequence (genomics), gene expression (transcriptomics) and epigenome, to the intermediate phenotypes (proteome, metabolome and microbiome), finally to clinical endpoints(3). Food constituents may influence each of these areas, but their effect is difficult to ascertain due to imprecise dietary assessment methods. Omics techniques will help ameliorate this issue, through food intake biomarker discovery largely within the intermediate phenotypes, primarily the metabolome(4). Once biomarkers of intake have been validated, in conjunction with currently utilised intake and known biomarker measures, reliable associations between genomic and transcriptomic data can be made. This will allow for identification of groups susceptible to detrimental dietary patterns, gene–diet interactions and diet–disease associations, which combined will conjure an accurate depiction of a ‘healthy’ phenotype(5).

In the present review, we first discuss the usage of twins for generating heritability estimates of food intake phenotypes, including energy and macronutrient intakes, dietary patterns and specific food group intakes. We then highlight the value of discordant MZ pairs, for furthering nutrition research through discovery and validation of biomarkers.
of intake and health status in conjunction with cutting-edge omics technologies.

Heritability of food intake phenotypes: the usage of twins for heritability estimates of intakes

The classic twin design allows for a natural experiment that exploits the difference in genetic relatedness between MZ and dizygotic (DZ) twins to estimate the degree to which phenotypic variability, such as food or nutrient intake, is explained by genetic and environmental factors. Heritability is defined as the degree of total phenotypic variance due to genetic variation and is relevant only to groups or populations and not at the individual level (5).

Heritability of energy and macronutrient intakes

Accurate assessments of the genetic influence on energy intakes are crucial as these provide a baseline assessment for which genes influence total food intakes (6), therefore justifying genotype-specific dietary intervention strategies. Furthermore, the degree to which macronutrient intakes are genetically determined may have significant implications for the suspected role of elevated intakes of energy-dense foods (i.e. those containing high concentrations of fat and refined carbohydrates) to the obesity epidemic (7). Therefore, multiple twin studies have evaluated these components through various dietary assessment methods (Fig. 1(a); online Supplementary Table S1).

Studies of different size and quality have estimated heritability of different energy and macronutrient intakes to lie between 8 and 70 % (6,8–14). Beginning from a young age, infant twins have demonstrated that the genetic component provides a small, albeit significant, effect on energy and macronutrient intakes (8 to 12 %) (9). As children age and they become less dependent on their parents, the genetic effect on energy and macronutrient intakes appears to intensify, as suggested by findings in 11- to 13-year-old US twins (31 to 48 %) (10).

![Fig. 1. Estimated heritabilities of dietary intake phenotypes: (a) energy and macronutrients; (b) foods; (c) beverages. Intake heritabilities presented are significant findings from previous twin studies (online Supplementary Tables S1, S3 and S4). Heritability histograms are colour coded according to study. From clockwise, histograms are grouped according to age; the first line below the histogram denotes this: light grey, children; dark grey, adults. Within each age group, histograms were grouped according to accuracy of the dietary assessment method used, from most accurate (for example, 2 d buffet-style meal intervention) to least accurate (for example, sixty-seven-item FFQ). The second line below the histograms indicates sex: blue, male; pink, female; yellow, combined. (A colour version of this figure can be found online at http://www.journals.cambridge.org/nrr).](image-url)
This pattern is similar to other health-related phenotypes, including BMI\(^{(15)}\), which has been recently confirmed through a more complex longitudinal genome-wide complex trait analysis for determining DNA-based heritability\(^{(16)}\). Heritability of dietary energy and macronutrients in adults has been found to vary widely: for energy (32 to 65 %); for fats (35 to 53 %); carbohydrates (25 to 67 %); and proteins (28 to 70 %)\(^{9,11,12,14}\). Most recently, an extensive study of adult Danish twins demonstrated inheritance of energy and energy-adjusted macronutrient intakes to range from 28 to 55 %\(^{(12)}\). Although genetic effects on macronutrient intakes were more substantial in men (49 to 55 %) than women (28 to 36 %), they were not different between macronutrients. In support of this, two other twin studies suggested the same genetic mechanisms governing energy intakes\(^{(7)}\) influence macronutrient intakes\(^{(17,18)}\).

The lack of evidence to date for independent sets of genes influencing macronutrient intakes from those genes governing energy intakes has focused attention on whether dietary energy density is genetically determined, with one study suggesting substantial genetic influence\(^{(19)}\), and another not\(^{(12)}\). Despite this, in the latter Danish study, factors related to dietary energy density, including fibre, glycaemic index and the glycaemic load, were found to be significantly heritable both in women (49, 36 and 33 %, respectively) and men (41, 30 and 25 %, respectively). The dependence of these phenotypes on the constituents of the whole diet suggests that genetic effects on these phenotypes may be reflective of variable dietary patterns.

### Heritability of dietary patterns

Dietary patterns are identified by two primary methods: empirically derived or a priori\(^{(20)}\). Empirically derived dietary patterns employ statistical methods to identify natural groupings of intakes of food items (for example, principal component analysis or cluster analysis\(^{(20)}\)). A priori dietary patterns are generated based on adherence to diet parameters previously associated with health outcomes or physiological states, such as the Mediterranean diet score. A key advantage to using dietary patterns is the translatable results that encompass the degree to which genetics influence the global diet.

Two twin studies on children using empirically derived dietary patterns generated highly inconsistent heritability estimates despite reasonable sample size (online Supplementary Table S2)\(^{(21,22)}\). In a study of US 7-year-olds (\(n=792\)) heritability estimates of food pattern intakes obtained by 24 h recalls were stronger in boys than girls, ranging from 12 to 79 %, and 20 to 56 %, respectively\(^{(22)}\). In another study of 4- to 5-year-old UK twin pairs (\(n=214\)) heritability of food preference was measured through the use of a modified ninety-five-item ‘liking’ FFQ administered to parents\(^{(21)}\). Heritability ranged from 20 % (desserts) to 78 % (meat and fish) on food liking–disliking groups. It is difficult to make valid comparisons between these two studies as the dietary assessment methods used measure different outcomes (i.e., intakes of \(v\). liking), although it has been found that exposure to foods generally encourages liking and intakes in children\(^{(25)}\). This suggests that environmental influences may override genetic predispositions to food pattern intakes in children, which has implications for combating food neophobia, a highly heritable and perhaps evolutionarily important trait\(^{(24)}\).

Contrary to studies in children, studies in adults have generated relatively stable heritability estimates for food pattern intakes across patterns and sexes. ‘Healthy’ dietary patterns, characterised by high intakes of vegetables, fruits and whole grains and low intakes of fatty foods of animal origin and simple carbohydrates, have heritability estimates ranging from 33 to 54 %, while ‘unhealthy’ patterns ranged from 33 to 50 % (online Supplementary Table S2)\(^{(25–29)}\). Furthermore, a study which utilised a twins-of-mistaken-zygosity approach (a useful method to control for potential equal environmental assumption bias\(^{(30)}\)) in US female twins (\(n=700\)) found additive genetic effects to account for 50 % of the variability in healthy pattern intakes, while an unhealthy diet pattern was not significantly heritable\(^{(28)}\). A healthy diet is more phenotypically similar to diets that man has consumed through millennia and evolved with; it is only very recently that high-energy-dense foods have been readily available, and as such it makes sense that the variation in this diet may be more genetically influenced in some groups\(^{(31)}\). One study conducted on an older age group (\(\geq 50\) years) determined additive genetic effects to account for 33 % of the variability of consumption frequency for both healthy and unhealthy patterns\(^{(29)}\).

### Individual foods and food group heritabilities

A number of recent studies have estimated the genetic effect of food and beverage intakes in human subjects (Figs. 1(b) and 1(c); online Supplementary Tables S3 and S4), generating wide-ranging heritability estimates across food groups, particularly for children\(^{(9,32)}\). Findings from the UK Gemini cohort of infants and children aged 21 months to 3 years have demonstrated that age effects on heritability of food group intakes are evident even in the early years\(^{(9,32)}\). Intakes for 21-month-old children were minimally heritable for food groups ranging from 9 % (potatoes) to 17 % (dairy products). However, preference for food groups was highly heritable in 3-year-old children, ranging from 27 % (dairy products) to 54 % (vegetables). It should be noted that heritability estimates in the older children were calculated from age- and sex-adjusted residuals, an approach which may have prevented inflation of shared environmental effects\(^{(33)}\). The study on infants did not use this approach, perhaps resulting in an underestimation of the genetic effects on food group intakes.

Recent studies in adults have also confirmed that there is a genetic component to many food type intakes. Danish twins demonstrated a large degree of variation in
calculated heritabilities overall ranging from 17 % (fish) to 68 % (potatoes) in men, and 20 % (whole-grain cereal) to 61 % (fish) in women. Similar results were seen in UK female twins where heritabilities ranged from 8 % (refined grains) to 46 % (garlic). Furthermore, the grouping of fruit and vegetable sources generated the highest heritability estimate in this cohort (49 %). These authors proposed that taste perception may be a key driver of the predicted genetic influence, as foods characterised by strong tastes are the cornerstone of these groups. This observation extends to consistently substantial heritabilities for coffee as well as alcohol intakes, ranging from 29 to 73% and 28 to 82%, respectively. However, the pharmacological properties of both must be considered as alcohol dependence, as well as caffeine consumption-related traits, are both highly heritable (30 to 70 %, and 36 to 58 %, respectively). May drive intakes up in a way independent of taste preference or a biological requirement for these items.

Taste is the strongest determinant of food choices, and a recent twin study demonstrated multiple chemosensory facets of numerous food compounds to be highly heritable and associated with particular gene variants. Although an investigation of this area is beyond the scope of the present review, future heritability studies of food intakes may shift the focus to food groupings characterised by specific tastes.

Nutritional phenotype heritability conclusion

In summary, twin studies have demonstrated food and macronutrient intakes to be genetically determined. However, heritability estimates are often inconsistent between studies for multiple reasons. First, heritability is only specific to the population studied, which can vary greatly, due to the vast country-specific food environments. Indeed, if a food is not readily available in a population there is no capacity for intakes to be genetically determined. Second, although beyond the scope of the present review, important evidence is available for familial and community influence on food intake (such as parenting styles, food exposures, socio-economic status), which have an important place for battling current issues, such as childhood obesity and food neophobia, and diabetes. Finally, methods for determining heritability are not standardised, for instance the inclusion/exclusion of variables from the model (for example, age, country), the segregation/aggregation of sexes, and the different methods for obtaining and analysing dietary data tend to be unique for each study. The same genetic mechanisms governing energy intakes are suspected to influence macronutrient intakes. However, recent studies have assessed the impact of gene variants encoding proteins related to the complex energy intake regulatory systems under central nervous system control on preference for macronutrient types. These studies are few on twins. Heritability estimates are more limited for macronutrient subtype intakes (for example, the fatty acid profile), different age groups or changing physiological states (for example, pregnancy), and socially driven diets (for example, veganism). Macronutrient profiles do not account entirely for food pattern preferences that may be more determined by genetic makeup. Variation in diet patterns of adults is to a relatively high degree attributable to genetics. Furthermore, specific food-type intakes that characterise a healthy diet pattern tend to be highly heritable in adults and in turn consist of foods that elicit distinctive taste responses (for example, garlic, fruit and vegetables).

The substantial heritability of multiple dietary phenotypes supports the concept of personalised dietary recommendations, the generation of which has so far primarily relied on the exploration of an individual's genetic makeup. However, on a molecular level, the search for genotypes predisposing individuals to particular dietary intakes is very much in its infancy. Nonetheless, the evidence generated by twin heritability studies can lead scientists to dietary phenotypes that are consistently highly heritable and demand further exploration through genome-wide association and candidate gene studies, following which twins can aid the determination of the heritable contribution of specific SNP to the dietary phenotype (as used previously for human height).

A key issue that has long plagued nutrigenetic research arises from the inaccuracies of self-reported diet intake and food preference data and, as a result, the hunt for dietary biomarkers, objective measures of dietary intakes and nutritional status, has been hastened. These may allow for more accurate heritability calculations for food and nutrient intakes as has recently been demonstrated for salt intakes using urinary Na excretion, an established, valid biomarker of salt intake, and could potentially be used in genetic association studies. However, the usage of biomarkers is not confined to genetic studies. It is becoming increasingly clear that for the establishment and refinement of personalised nutrition, in combination with genetic information, a whole organism, multi-systems approach must be undertaken, where the usage of biomarkers of food intake and nutritional status will be essential. Nutrition research is now embarking on a nutriomics era, where emerging high-throughput omics technologies will substantially aid biomarker discovery and ‘healthy phenotype’ definition. As will be explored next, twin studies are progressively taking steps to make a major contribution in this way.

The importance of twins for emerging nutriomic research

This next section will explore how diet makes an impact on genes themselves (epigenetics), gene expression (transcriptomics), protein expression (proteomics) and metabolism (metabolomics). Integrating these technologies...
to determine a 'healthy' phenotype is the long-term goal of personalised nutrition(40). A reoccurring issue with this type of analysis is the high degree of inter-individual variation, making associations often inconsistent(3). As such, the usage of identical twins discordant for dietary factors or objective measures of nutrition status, matched entirely for age, sex, genetics and partially for early environmental influences, will provide an enhanced method of assessing diet and biological relationships.

Obesity, the greatest and fastest-growing health concern in the world at this time, is a highly genetic disorder, influenced by myriad complex factors(47). However, rare obese discordant identical twin pairs provide a unique opportunity to disentangle lifestyle and environmental factors on the human system derangements induced by energy imbalance independently of genetics.

Nutrimetabolomics

Nutritional metabolomics involves the extensive chemical profiling of various tissues completed in a global manner through targeted and untargeted methods used as a complement to diet- and health-related complex systems approaches. The metabolome gives unique information into the metabolic status of an individual by providing a snapshot of the metabolic processes undertaken in a bodily system, specific organ, tissue or cell, which cannot be identified through measuring gene expression or the proteome. Nutrition and the metabolome are intimately linked in that nutrients and non-nutrient food constituents supply metabolites; however, these contributions make the dietary influence on the metabolome all the more difficult to ascertain(48). Despite this, dietary pattern and food intakes generated through self-reported intake data have identified novel biomarkers within the metabolome(49–51), validating this approach for use in epidemiological studies.

However, the genetic influence on metabolite levels is wide-ranging(52), therefore novel usage of the twin model provides an ideal method for determining the nutritional impact on metabolites, through segregating the non-genetic component. Recently, a nutri-metabolic study conducted on twins further confirmed self-reported intake associations with metabolites(53). Female UK twins completed a 131-item FFQ that generated dietary intakes and patterns that were found to associate with forty-two metabolite levels in the larger twin population. MZ twins discordant for dietary intakes were then identified and utilised to replicate results, confirming the utility of this method(41).

Lipidomics, a branch of metabolomics, was used to characterise environmental and lifestyle-induced changes to the global serum lipid profile in fourteen healthy, young MZ obesity-discordant twin pairs(54). Levels of lysophosphatidylcholines, lipids associated with inflammation(55) and atherogenesis(56), were found to be elevated in obese co-twins, with concomitant decreases in antioxidant(57) ether phospholipids. Moreover, despite the young ages of the obese co-twins (24 to 27 years), these lipid profile changes were associated with insulin resistance.

The metabolome is highly complex and inter-individual variation is high for a multitude of reasons(58), thus factoring solely nutritional intake into nutrimetabolomic studies is problematic and the relative importance of blood and urine levels is unclear. For instance, the gut microbiota has been determined to account for 10 % of the variability in the plasma metabolome in rodents(59). Although estimates for humans are unknown at this time, regional variation in human metabolomic profiles has been attributed in part to gut microbes(60). In turn, the gut microbiota carry out processes in the digestion and handling of nutrients, some of which are essential for optimal nutrition, before entering the host metabolome(60). Emerging methods for direct measurement of the intestinal metabolome will help to unravel effects of the microbiome on the host metabolome(61).

Microbiome

The human gut microbiome is estimated to contain hundreds of bacterial species, with upwards of 536000 bacterial genes among them(62). For years, dietary constituents, such as pre- and probiotics, have been consumed for their proposed health benefits postulated to be through modulation of the gut microbial population(63). More recently, vegetarian and omnivorous dietary patterns have been associated with differential gut microbial species in a Slovenian population study(64). In a recent study, twins discordant for obesity have demonstrated significantly different gut microbial species composition(65). Lower BMI was associated with increased primary fibre degraders, while higher BMI subjects displayed an abundant network of butyrate producers; as such it was suggested that a shift in fermentation patterns near the end of the colon may be influencing energy homeostasis, although this study neglected to investigate the dietary impact on the microbial species population.

A recent analysis on Finnish MZ twin pairs concordant (n 9) and discordant (n 11) for BMI found dietary energy intakes and constituents to be more influential on microbial populations than BMI group(66). Specifically, stool bacterial counts were significantly influenced by intakes of energy, MUFA and n-3 and n-6 PUFA, and soluble fibre intakes. Furthermore, profiles of Bacteroides spp. were very similar in co-twins consuming the same amount of energy or saturated fats than twins discordant for intakes. These findings suggest that the obesity status per se is less influential on microbial species population and, rather, it is the content of the diet (i.e. high energy and fat) mediating important changes, highlighting the essential need to incorporate dietary variables into obesity research. The role of host genetics on the microbiome...
composition is still unclear and larger studies (which are ongoing) are needed to provide clarity\(^{(67)}\).

Recent findings suggest that the microbial species signature has the potential to promote and aggravate an obesity phenotype and may interact synergistically through diet \(\times\) microbiota interactions. In a unique study, transplantation of faecal samples from US female lean and obese co-twins (three dizygotic; one MZ) into germ-free mice revealed that the obese (Ob mice) compared with lean (Ln mice) co-twin’s microbiota significantly increased adiposity and metabolic derangements in mice\(^{(68)}\). When co-housed with Ln mice, Ob mice adiposity and metabolic effects were reduced, suspected to be a result of Bacteroidetes translocation from Ln to Ob mice. When fed a diet based on the lower tertile of saturated fats and upper tertile of fruits and vegetables of the US National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), Ob mice adiposity was sustained, but relieved when co-housed with Ln mice. Moreover, when compared with co-housing with normal chow, the healthier diet aided the success of Ln to Ob mice bacterial invasion. When supplied with an unhealthy diet containing the upper tertile of saturated fats with the lower tertile of fruits and vegetables from the NHANES survey, both Ln and Ob mice presented with significantly increased adiposity, mitigating transmissible effects. These results show the potentially causal role of the microbiome composition and potential for its manipulation.

**Epigenetics**

Epigenetic variation is another source of phenotypic variation and discordance in twins\(^{(69)}\). Epigenetics involves the changes to marks on the genome that are copied from one cell generation to the next, which may alter gene expression, but does not involve modifications of the DNA composition. For these mechanisms originates from animal studies. However, the bulk of the evidence for these mechanisms originates from animal studies. Identical twins display large epigenetic differences at birth\(^{(73)}\). On diet, numerous studies have emerged focusing on the developmental origins of adult disease (Barker) hypothesis\(^{(74)}\). This involves the influence of detrimental maternal nutrition, and other lifestyle factors, contributing to intra-uterine growth retardation, and subsequent premature birth and/or low birth weight. This flawed in utero environment may activate fetal epigenetic events, inducing long-term changes in expression of genes encoding proteins responsible for metabolic processes, potentially leading to chronic diseases in adulthood. Data are still accumulating on the extent of this effect, and no good longitudinal studies yet exist. An early study found young MZ twins to be more epigenetically alike than adult twin pairs, and this distinction extended to gene expression profiles\(^{(75)}\). In addition, twin birth weight has been found to be less influential on adult body adiposity than an obesogenic postnatal environment\(^{(76)}\). This suggests that environmental and genetic events throughout life, not only during the early years, influence the epigenome and gene expression.

Recently, an MZ twin candidate gene study demonstrated that SLC6A4 promoter, a serotonin transporter gene, hypermethylation in blood leukocytes was significantly associated with increased adiposity measures including BMI, body weight and waist circumference\(^{(77)}\). Interestingly, although causality could not be determined, the serotonergic system is involved in the complex energy-regulatory processes governing energy intakes. A lone study on epigenetic differences in MZ twin pairs discordant for BMI (n = 16) found no significant differences in gene methylation at differentially methylated regions most associated with abnormal growth syndromes, many characterised by severe obesity\(^{(78)}\). However, only DNA extracted from saliva samples was used for this study and recent findings suggest that DNA methylation is tissue specific\(^{(79)}\); therefore analysis of different tissues may provide contrasting findings. New high-throughput epigenome sequencing in connection with BMI has recently provided promising findings\(^{(80)}\), in conjuction with transcriptomics; this may provide more definitive answers as coverage so far has been poor\(^{(80)}\).

**Transcriptomics**

The purposes of transcriptomics for nutrition research include the provision of biologically relevant mechanisms for effects of particular nutrients or diet patterns, confirming alterations in genes, proteins or metabolites in pre-disease state which may serve as biomarkers, and, finally, identifying and elucidating nutrient-regulated pathways\(^{(81)}\). With these purposes in mind, the use of twins with their shared genetic background can add significant strength to transcriptomic studies. Despite this, twin studies have to date largely focused on defining gene expression phenotypes related to metabolic derangements, particularly those related to obesity.

An analysis of global gene expression patterns in the adipose tissue of obesity-discordant MZ twin pairs has demonstrated marked changes induced by acquired obesity\(^{(82)}\), such as a reduction in mitochondrial DNA copy number, which may impair oxidative phosphorylation. Additionally, a significant down-regulation of mitochondrial branched-chain amino acid catabolism, a process commonly activated during adipocyte differentiation in conjunction with PPAR\(\gamma\) and metabolites of oxidative energy processes, has been observed\(^{(83)}\). These derangements of energy metabolism in adipose tissue were associated with liver fat accumulation, insulin...
resistance and hyperinsulinaemia in obese co-twins, providing significant evidence for the influence of lifestyle to obesity-related metabolic derangements. A limited analysis of dietary intake demonstrated that lower amounts of MUFA and PUFA were consumed by obese co-twins. This could be of interest, as unsaturated fatty acids are potent activators of PPARα and PPARγ by acting as nuclear transcription factors. Pathways involved in inflammatory and immune responses were highly overexpressed in adipose tissue in the former twin study, particularly the pro-inflammatory cytokine osteopontin.

Proteomics

Proteomics remains the most complex challenge to omic studies, due to the expanse of the human protein expression profile and to the uncertainty of how many proteins exist. For perspective, the human genome includes greater than 25,000 genes, while the human proteome includes at least 100,000 proteins, compounded by various forms and variants. To date, few proteomic studies have been conducted on twins. One study quantified serum protein levels by antibody arrays and determined variation attributable to familial factors to be minimal (12%), while experimental variation was quite large (63%), accentuating the importance of considering the latter when designing and evaluating studies for biomarker discoveries utilising high-throughput methods. To date, no twin or obese co-twin studies have incorporated dietary factors using these methods. Whereas global protein expression levels are available, protein structure and function studies are far from being understood, yet have huge future potential.

Conclusion

The interconnectedness between each omic presented in this review is evident. A systems biological approach that incorporates multiple omics methods for phenotype definition for use in nutrigenomic studies is much needed. The principle central to this approach is that the whole organism will provide a more accurate view than the sum of its parts, or, rather, the entire system has definitive characteristics which will not be replicated by simply adding the effects. However, a primary setback for amalgamating these methods is the inability to define what is ‘normal’ due to the significant inter-individual variability underlying metabolic processes. Furthermore, it has been suggested that many omics vary relatively little over time within individuals but significantly between individuals compounded by factors such as age, BMI and sex. To aid in discerning these effects, longitudinal phenotypic information from twin registries will be a critical resource for molecular dietary studies of the future.

The studies presented in this review fall short of this view of an integrated technology-driven approach and focus rather on omics in isolation, as this is where the current research stands. To move forward twin cohorts need to make a collaborative effort, collecting extensive dietary data in conjunction with multiple omics, undertaking complex statistical analyses, while contributing findings to international proposed databases such as the Nutritional Phenotype database.

Identifying individuals susceptible to poor dietary habits and defining an (un)healthy phenotype are the overarching aims of nutrigenetic and nutrigenomic research. Twins have provided valuable evidence that many dietary intakes are influenced by genetics, validating further nutrigenetic research and future dietary counselling which targets this domain. Early studies of twins for nutrigenomic studies have primarily been for unhealthy phenotype definition and used a single omic, while being less inclusive of diet. However, future studies need to begin to incorporate dietary factors to fill a void in this research area. However, accurate dietary assessment methods are problematic. As twins have demonstrated, metabolites are significantly correlated with dietary constituents, and could in the future be used as surrogates, as well as other techniques (for example, the microbiome). Twin studies will remain an important and integral part of nutritional research now and in the future.
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